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Three Controversies in Vocal Pedagogy: 

Register Theories, Vowel Migration, and Vocal Intonation 

(How a More Comprehensive Perspective Resolves Them) 

Single-, Two-, and Multiple-Register Theories 

Contrasting Vibratory Modes 

The term vocal registers refers to parts of the vocal range that have a distinct tonal quality (timbre) and 

that generally correspond to opposite extremes of the vocal range, but in multiple-register theories also 

includes intermediate parts of the range. Single register theory typically assumes that only one register 

physically exists and that the perception that more exist is essentially a psychological phenomenon 

without any physical basis. The intent of these theories, with the exception of single-register theory, is 

to explain the mechanics underlying the problem of “breaks” in the voice, the tendency to yodel back 

and forth between two distinct timbres or vibratory modes when moving from lower to higher parts of 

the range and vice versa. The generally small vocal range troubled by these breaks is also designated by 

the Italian term passaggio. 

The traditional Italian school promotes a two-register theory and calls the lower register voce di petto, 

or chest voice, and the upper register voce di testa, or head voice. These terms result from the 

subjective observation that vibratory sensations in the body at low pitches with longer wavelengths tend 

to extend to the larger cavities in the chest and the shorter wavelength, higher pitches to the smaller 

cavities in the head. It traditionally speaks in terms of blending the two registers so that both are 

present throughout the entire vocal range, with the chest register dominating in the lower range and 

the head in the upper. This ideally produces a smooth continuum throughout a substantially expanded 

vocal range with no breaks or sudden shifts in vocal timbre. It is common to refer to expertise in 

executing this smooth blend as register coordination. This skill includes both laryngeal coordination and 

appropriate acoustic adjustments in the vocal tract. 

Modern voice science reveals that there are indeed two distinct and very real, physically contrasting 

extremes in vibratory modes that can occur in the glottal lips or vocal folds (vocal cords). This is in 

accordance with the obvious ability of singers to yodel or the tendency to experience unwanted vocal 

breaks with their consequently abrupt shift or flip in vibratory modes and resulting vocal timbre.1 

“Glottal lips” or “vocal folds” are the terms vocal instructors often use in place of the gross misnomer, 

vocal cords, which is anything but descriptive of their physical configuration unless we ignore all but the 

ligamentous inner borders along the locus of their physical contact when approximated to produce 

sound (to phonate). Since the glottal lips do have internal musculature like the external lips of the 

mouth and form the glottis, this is preferred here as the more descriptive term. 
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In agreement with Vennard, it is less polarizing and technically accurate to refer to the two extremes in 

vibratory mode as heavy and light phonation as deliberately employed in yodeling or occurring 

unintentionally in vocal breaks. Another advantage of using these terms is their convenient applicability 

to the ultimate goal of producing a smooth continuum from heavy to light phonation and vice versa. It is 

crucial to understand that in addition to moving from heavy to light in changing from low to high at the 

same dynamic level (constant loudness), phonation also changes from heavy to light when starting 

loudly and gradually diminishing to a soft tone at a single, steady pitch (e.g., messa di voce). So low and 

loud both tend toward heavy phonation and both high and soft tend toward light phonation. This 

suggests that there exists an ideal balance between heavy and light phonation for every combination of 

dynamic level and pitch. This is indeed what the traditional Italian two-register theory proposes even if 

expressed in different, more subjective and so less technically well defined terms. 

So what exactly are the features that characterize the extremes of heavy and light phonation? Before 

going further it is important to emphasize the need to activate phonation with the breath, the air 

stream, rather than forcing it through with air pressure from behind closed glottal lips. The latter 

approach to phonation is the precise mechanism that defines its extreme manifestation in ugly grunting.  

The glottal lips should instead be closely approximated without closing off the air stream so the 

initiation of air flow naturally activates them in a manner precisely analogous to the initiation of sound 

from a clarinet reed using air flow through the aperture between the reed and the mouthpiece. This 

allows the Bernoulli Effect to suck the glottal lips together and initiate phonation (henceforth designated 

as “Bernoulli phonation”).2 It also frees the glottal lips to respond more naturally with the correct 

balance along the continuum between the extremes of heavy and light phonation.  

Some have traditionally characterized this kind of phonation subjectively as “drinking the vowels”3 or 

“singing on the gesture of inhalation”.4 However, many if not most who parrot these phrases have no 

idea what they mean objectively and physically. To support this style of phonation consistently during 

performance there is a need for a specific style of respiratory function and coordination with the glottis. 

Objectively, the muscles of inhalation and exhalation are finely balanced and poised for action at all 

times. Richard Miller refers to this respiratory posture as manifested in the ideal initiation and 

termination of a phrase as balanced onset and offset.5 The subjective sensation is that of an almost 

giggly internal posture, a sensation of thrill in the pit of the stomach on a roller coaster, marveling at 

something beautiful in breathless wonder, or even a feeling of intense sobbing.  

It is interesting that almost any emotion we wish to express has this highly dynamic and vitalized 

respiratory posture in common with the rest. We can characterize this relaxed but vitally poised, refined 
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internal respiratory posture as an exhilarated suspension between breathing in and breathing out. As 

long as this refined internal poise is maintained, “breath control” becomes superfluous, since we already 

reflexively supply the appropriate amount of air spontaneously without any thought in ordinary speech. 

The reflex all of us already have in speech simply becomes much more refined and precise with the 

perpetual maintenance of this internal poise during singing. Although this is a strong contributing factor 

for good register coordination, it is not a sufficient condition, about which more will follow here later. 

When using the Bernoulli Effect to initiate and sustain phonation, modern technology reveals heavy 

phonation as waves of air rippling through a relatively thick contact area at the border between the 

glottal lips and at right angles to and through their joint surface. This produces very rich harmonic 

overtones for a full, “connected” tone with no breathiness (no air passing through unphonated). This is 

one of the essential contributors to vocal efficiency and a resulting ease of execution. It is also the 

healthiest phonation.  Both breathiness and forcing air through closed glottal lips in a kind of mild 

grunting mode or in singing that sounds more like yelling on pitches (far too typical on Broadway, for 

example) are damaging to the glottal lips. Again, Bernoulli phonation is a key but insufficient piece in 

developing excellent register coordination. 

Falsetto, the vocal style men sometimes use to imitate the sound of a woman’s voice or to sing high 

notes beyond their “normal” range, represents an extreme form of light phonation. However, women 

can also produce falsetto, although it is less obvious because the contrast with normal phonation is 

greatly reduced in women. Breathiness and very light, singular contact with no rippling between the 

now thin borders of the glottal lips characterize this extreme. The result is a white, bland, whistle-like, 

and relatively breathy tone lacking in richness because there is now much less complex overtone 

structure. The Italian tradition demands that we not use this extreme except for special expressive 

effects. It describes the ideal in terms of maintaining some chest register (voce di petto) all the way to 

the top of the range as well as some head register (voce di testa) all the way to the bottom.  

Analytical Information and Experience 

This terminology, however, is vague and relatively meaningless until experience defines it in practical 

terms. This is doubly true if we insist on the traditional Italian description in attempting to describe ideal 

vocal production. Unless we substitute the terms heavy and light phonation here for chest and head 

voice in the description above we get an irreconcilable contradiction of terms. It should be clear that at 

the lowest extreme of a male singer’s range there can be no literal head voice, since this term derives 

from the resonance of the smaller cavities in the head with the shorter wavelengths of high notes while 

the reverse is true for chest voice.  

Before modern voice science, it is understandable that the Italian school would make this association as 

a result of the obvious subjective experiences of head and chest resonances. However, it treats these 

resonances as primary when they are in fact simply associated acoustic side effects that are not directly 

related to modes of vibration in the glottal lips themselves. This contradiction is resolved with the terms 

heavy and light phonation, which strictly refer to modes of vibration in the vibratory source itself. We 

can conceive of blending varying portions of heavy and light phonation in parallel with the traditional 

Italian two-register theory. We can also conceive of this in terms of a single continuum from heavy to 
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light phonation without ever going to the extreme of a true falsetto. These ways of conceiving are, in 

fact, mathematically and technically equivalent. With this understanding, we can already see potential 

for a resolution of the single- and two-register theories. 

In singing, analytical information never acquires practical meaning without experiencing it, since 

otherwise all analytical information, no matter how apt, remains vague. Nevertheless, the use of 

terminology free of internal technical contradictions and that interfaces as precisely as possible with 

experience and feeling is obviously desirable. There should be a minimum of effort on the part of the 

student in making the connection between intellectual understanding and the feeling and sound of ideal 

vocal production. The most important aim of vocal study, though, is to establish firmly a clear memory 

of how ideal vocal production feels and sounds to the point of reliably replicating this gestalt at will as a 

holistic “feeling-sound”.  

A practical intellectual understanding does lend concreteness, however, to what tend otherwise to be 

vague, intuitive feelings that, without it, are more difficult to remember and reproduce on demand. It 

provides a framework on which to metaphorically hang our experience and so allows us to relate its 

various aspects more intelligently in the process of finding ideal adjustments. Even more importantly, it 

gives the student permission to let go of any counterproductive preconceptions or rigidity and allow the 

adjustments of the vocal mechanism, assuming well structured vocal exploration under adequately 

informed guidance, to spontaneously move in a direction that optimizes efficiency, a resulting ease, and 

that is much more enjoyable in terms of both feeling and sound. It is crucial to recognize that optimized 

vocal production maximizes efficiency and so is relatively effortless. It both feels and sounds wonderful.  

Increasing Charm 

It is equally important to recognize that truly enjoying good vocal production allows what feels and 

sounds good to spontaneously gravitate toward even better. This employs the principle of increasing 

charm. The closer we get to ideal vocal production, the more intensely that ideal spontaneously attracts 

our body and our ear. There are three major things that characterize optimized vocal function. It feels 

delicious, sounds wonderfully rich and full, and it’s easier. As the voice approaches this state, the keys 

are to simply notice, enjoy, and the result naturally refines itself.  

Neither is there any need for the student to strain to remember how a good singing experience feels 

and sounds. Some students initially attempt to control everything and tie themselves in knots trying to 

remember or hold on to good experiences. This is highly counterproductive. What we are afraid of 

losing we will probably lose. This is as true of singing as it is of love. When we genuinely enjoy, free of 

worry, something very pleasant, we will likely continue to enjoy it much longer. What the brain likes 

spontaneously gets remembered. That is how addictions work and singing is an extremely positive 

addiction. 

Laryngeal Coordination in “Blending” the Registers 

So with these extremes of light and heavy phonation defined, how do we “blend” them? How does this 

traditional Italian concept of register coordination translate to physical reality? There are two essential 

physical mechanisms for changing pitch. The glottal lips join in the front, where they are thin and 
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membranous, just behind and attaching to the “Adams apple”, the common term for the upper point of 

the thyroid cartilage. The glottal lips are opened and closed at the back by a pair of “bone hinges” called 

arytenoid cartilages. The glottal lips ultimately merge with these hinges behind them at the ends of their 

ligamentous and then cartilaginous inner borders.  

As we breathe, these hinges are wide open and hold the back of the glottal lips apart so no sound is 

produced. In this state, the inner, ligamentous borders of the glottal lips form a “V” shape, open at the 

back, but attached to and joined at the fixed point in front on the thyroid cartilage, the Adam’s apple. 6 

The bone hinges are something like a hinged sling shot mounted vertically at the back of the horizontal 

glottis, all of which is mounted on a ring-shaped platform of cartilage underneath the glottal lips. This 

platform can both rock and glide to move toward and away from the fixed point where they “V” 

together at the Adam’s apple. This allows us to either stretch them back and down or loosen the glottal 

lips to vary their tension and so change the pitch they produce when approximated.  

We will subsequently refer to this way of changing pitch appropriately as the stretch mechanism. It is 

analogous to the tuning pegs on a stringed instrument such as the guitar. However, the exclusive use of 

this stretch mechanism to raise pitch severely limits range. Fortunately, there is another mechanism for 

changing pitch. Some vocal instructors refer to this second and very important mechanism as the 

“zipper”. When we very gently close the glottal lips and then phonate in an exceptional violation of the 

Bernoulli mode of phonation on a relaxed, lower pitch, they naturally tend to contact first and most 

firmly maintain closure at the back where the bone hinges operate to close them. However, we can 

continue to very gently pinch off their phonation as we also continue to supply a flow of air. This 

gradually forces them together along their entire length, starting from the back and “zipping” them up 

toward the front, which naturally raises the pitch. 

The glottal lips are thick and cartilaginous at the bone hinges and become ligamentous and finally, thin 

and membranous as we move toward the point at the front where they join behind the Adam’s apple at 

the thyroid cartilage. As they zip up from the back toward the front, the pitch naturally increases. This is 

analogous to a guitar string that sounds higher pitches as we stop it with frets closer to the bridge. 

However, it is also as if the guitar string could magically become thinner at the same time, which would 

also raise the pitch, since thinner strings are also the higher strings. So the glottis is effectively getting 

shorter and thinner at the same time. Appropriate and well-conditioned use of this mechanism extends 

the range enormously and effortlessly. There are special exercises that specifically and very effectively 

address the rapid development of skill in using this mechanism. 

The Theories and their Reconciliation 

Now we are in a position to address the various register theories and reconcile them from a broad 

perspective that reveals the elements of truth in all of them, but also shows that none alone fully 

accounts for all the vocal realities. An alternative interpretation of ideal register coordination, based on 

modern voice science and the principles just elaborated, fully reconciles the truths embedded in all the 
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register theories while exposing the illusory nature of their apparent differences. This interpretation 

offers to end unproductive disagreements and misunderstandings that lack any clear physical basis.  

The stretch mechanism is the most intuitive for most and is the one that typically dominates during 

normal speech. Speech tends to occur somewhere between a little above the lowest extreme to the low 

midrange part of potential singing range. It typically uses a very small portion of the potential singing 

range of any student with a normal, healthy vocal anatomy. The exclusive use of the stretch mechanism 

in singing, however, results in enormous strain to reach high notes and, in novices, the all too typical 

craning of the neck with chin out. Aligning the neck this way does provide a longer domain in which to 

stretch, since stretching moves both back and down away from the Adam’s apple. However, this is 

enormously counterproductive because it compresses the region at the back of the pharynx precisely 

where we need to make acoustic adjustments in an opposite direction in order to support efficient use 

of the larynx and energy transfer from it out into the hall, about which more will follow in the next 

section. 

Ideal register coordination uses both the stretch and zipper mechanisms throughout a singer’s entire 

range. This nicely parallels the concept of blending the head and chest registers of the Italian tradition. 

As we move from the heavy phonation of the lowest range to the lighter registration of the opposite 

pitch extreme, both the stretch and zipper mechanisms should work in parallel throughout. Most of the 

pitch change in the lower range is executed with the stretch mechanism, so it dominates pitch change 

there. In the midrange, both mechanisms are working roughly equally to change pitch. In the uppermost 

range, the zipper mechanism is responsible for most of the pitch change and so dominates there.  

If, on the other hand, we do what most beginners tend to do and use only the stretch mechanism from 

the bottom to the middle range, by the time we get to the upper middle range, we “can’t get there from 

here”. We have painted ourselves into a corner. It is too late to suddenly cut in the zipper mechanism, 

so our voice breaks. At this point it should not be very difficult to understand how using both the stretch 

and zipper mechanisms together in parallel might translate subjectively to blending the chest and head 

registers as the Italian tradition expresses it, but without having to pretend that subjective vibratory 

sensations are causal mechanisms rather than resulting sensations, important as these may be in 

confirming and remembering how to reliably reproduce good laryngeal coordination.  

When both mechanisms work together smoothly in parallel, supported by Bernoulli phonation and 

adequate acoustic adjustments in the vocal tract, there is only a single continuum from heavy to light 

phonation, but never the extreme of a pure falsetto. So here we have the ideal of a single register. 

However, this more comprehensive understanding does not relegate the real experience of voice breaks 

and unwanted yodeling to the realm of psychological illusion to the unending frustration of those 

students who just cannot buy a theory that so blatantly contradicts their very palpable and unarguably 

physical experience. Single register theory in its most rigid form amounts to little if anything more than 

the dogma of a vocal religion. The element of truth in it is nevertheless obvious. 

With regard to the various multiple-register theories, the simple explanation for their existence is that 

they are simply a series of static vocal adjustments. However, negotiating transitions from one register 
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to the next still burdens the singer. This approach only splits the break problem into smaller pieces that 

make the transitions less problematic. It nevertheless fails to eliminate them. These theories are often 

the source of the patently false idea that break problems can only be cleverly disguised but never 

eliminated. It is good advice to avoid any voice instructor who believes this. 

Why should we be satisfied with such a not-quite-stop-gap solution (all puns intended)? There is 

absolutely no need to split what should be a single continuum of seamless, constant, dynamic transition 

along the spectrum between the heavy and light extremes. Multiple registers are not only unnecessary, 

but represent a subtly pernicious approach to resolving problems of vocal registration. Singing is an 

exquisitely flexible and dynamic skill. Multiple-register theories are guilty of cultivating with static 

adjustments an unnatural rigidity in our use of the vocal anatomy. The only element of truth they 

contain is that adjustments are an essential component of increasing range. These adjustments should, 

however, be far from static. 

Acoustic Support for Smooth Register Coordination 

A third, very important component of exquisite register coordination remains. It consists of the highly 

flexible and dynamic acoustic adjustments that allow the efficient transfer of energy from the larynx out 

into the hall. This efficiency is totally dependent on matching acoustic impedances, an explanation of 

which follows soon below. The complete lack of weight given acoustic impedance in the pedagogical 

literature despite its essential, fundamental role in efficient wave propagation of any kind should puzzle 

any scientist or engineer who deals with the generation and propagation of any wave energy such as 

sound. This is not to mention the virtually total lack in the literature of any mention of it at all. 

Acoustic impedance is easy to at least intuitively understand and an explanation follows shortly. The lack 

of weight given it is especially ironic given the typically strong collaboration between 

author/pedagogues and voice scientists in the modern literature on vocal pedagogy. The resulting 

confusion is well illustrated by Vennard’s famous work in his chapter titled Resonance7. While he 

puzzles, clearly confused, over “resonance” in the highly damped environment of fleshy, absorbent walls 

in the vocal tract, he only mentions impedance twice in his entire book, neither of which references has 

anything to do with impedance matching. The lack of communication on this essential issue is perhaps 

owing to the technical naïveté of vocal pedagogues combined with the naïveté of voice scientists with 

regard to the artistic use of the voice as opposed to speech. Nevertheless, impedance matching is an 

utterly fundamental, elementary, and indispensable concept in the context of efficient transfer of 

acoustic or any other kind of wave energy.  

Not surprisingly, air in a small enclosed space with a narrow outlet for sound to escape through has very 

different acoustic properties from air in the large, open space of a concert hall. A given level of acoustic 

power in a small enclosure such as the larynx with a small, narrow opening will require large variations 

of pressure in the air to produce relatively small motion of the air back and forth within the enclosed 

space as it vibrates at a chosen pitch. The same acoustic power in a large, open space such as a concert 
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hall will require much smaller variations in air pressure to cause relatively large excursions back and 

forth as the air vibrates at that same pitch.  

These contrasting situations respectively represent high and low acoustic impedance. High impedance, 

as the name implies, requires large pressure changes to effect a relatively small movement of air as 

vibrations are propagated through the air. Low impedance allows relatively small variations in air 

pressure to produce relatively large excursions of air molecules back and forth as sound propagates 

through the air. 

In singing, acoustic energy is transferred from a source (the larynx) with high acoustic impedance to a 

load (the hall) with low acoustic impedance. There is an extremely basic, elementary principle in 

understanding wave propagation across and through distinct acoustic environments:  

The most efficient transfer of wave energy from a source impedance to a different load impedance 

requires that the source and load “look” each to the other as if the other has the same impedance as 

its own. 

This is what impedance matching achieves. It should be obvious that efficient transfer of energy from 

the larynx out into the hall is a highly desirable feature of good vocal production. However, if the 

impedances of the larynx and the concert hall are indeed so different, how can we make each look to 

the other that its impedance is the same as its own? In electronics and other disciplines associated with 

wave phenomena it is frequently necessary to design systems that involve impedance matching. In 

electronics, the most common device used for this is a transformer. An acoustic horn such as those 

typically used in large rock concerts or stadium PAs is the acoustic equivalent of the transformer used in 

electronics. In singing, we accomplish the same thing with adjustments in the vocal tract. 

However, impedance matching in the vocal tract is complicated by the physical constraints imposed by 

the anatomy in changing vowels, pitch, and dynamic level. On top of this, impedance matching is far 

from constant throughout a singer’s range even for the same vowel and dynamic level. There is a 

quarter-wave resonator consisting of the trachea and the bronchial tubes that causes a very broad, 

highly damped resonance in the whole vocal system.8 This broncho-tracheal resonance causes 

anomalous shifts in impedance in the vocal system with pitch throughout a singer’s range,9 a fact that 

Vennard unwittingly implies while missing the whole point in a somewhat confused and essentially 

irrelevant discussion of resonances rather than the implied, gradually changing impedance shifts that 

reverse at the designated points of resonance in his Figure 39.10  

The direction of impedance change reverses temporarily, whether the singer is male or female, at the 

center of resonance somewhere between middle C and the Eb just above it for almost everyone. Since a 
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minor third represents a frequency ratio of 6:5 and almost all singers of western music are somewhere 

between five and six feet tall, their broncho-tracheal resonance naturally occurs in a range that reflects 

this ratio in physical size. (The numerical correspondence here is merely a convenient coincidence 

arising from the use of the English system of measurement. It is the ratio that is important, regardless of 

the units of measure.) This reversal in the direction of impedance change clearly explains why C4 to Eb4 

is the most typical range for break problems in singers, male or female.11  

Male singers’ intuitive adjustments for impedance matching during speech occur below middle C, 

virtually without exception. But the impedance shifts broncho-tracheal resonance causes require a 

reversal in the way acoustic adjustments change with pitch at or just above middle C.  This reversal in 

the way impedance shifts with pitch explains why the required adjustments around and just above C4 

are so counterintuitive for beginning male singers.  

With females there is a cultural phenomenon that complicates the picture a bit. In earlier times, women 

typically used more of the upper range of their voices in speech. Modern women, however, tend to 

speak in what would traditionally be called their chest voice, often well below middle C. Consequently, 

women in earlier times and the exceptional modern women who still function in that earlier speaking 

style tend to be comfortable singing above Eb4 and find counterintuitive anything below that pitch or 

one just under it because of the reversal there, but coming from the opposite side of it as male singers.  

However, many if not most modern women speak in the lower chest voice and often learn to sing above 

this typical break range from C4 to Eb4 despite speaking well below it. They therefore tend to have two 

different styles of adjusting to match impedance. The problem is that they speak in a low voice, but can 

sing only in a high voice because alto parts require singing right through the range these 

speakers/singers never use. They tend to have two separate ranges and the appropriate adjustments in 

each case, but lack skill in making the transition between them.  

This usually results in break problems in a fairly wide swath of pitches between their habitual speech 

and singing ranges. These break problems typically occur anywhere in a range running roughly from 

around C4 (middle C) to A4. Such singers sometimes turn out to be mezzo sopranos with a very wide 

potential range. These can often sing easily both very low alto pitches and very high soprano pitches. 

We usually find such singers in the soprano section simply because their unresolved break problems 

occur in a range that eliminates them as altos. Some however, prefer to be female tenors for essentially 

the same reason while choosing the opposite option. With effective training, these singers can learn to 

smoothly connect these ranges for greatly increased vocal flexibility and performance options. 

Impedance matching and the objective differences in ideal adjustments for vowel formation as pitch and 

dynamic level change renders a very complex matrix of interacting anatomical and acoustic constraints. 

The bottom-line purpose of vocal study is to optimize the interface between the fixed laws of acoustics 

and the way any specific vocal anatomy learns to function. Bernoulli phonation is an essential key to 

developing this optimized interface. Because it does not impose modes of vibration on the glottal lips by 
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jamming them physically together and forcing air through them, they are free to vibrate naturally in the 

mode that the acoustic load on them demands.  

When impedance matching is well adjusted, the acoustic work load of vibrating the air in a hall is fully 

reflected back onto the glottal lips. A poor impedance match fails to fully reflect the load onto the 

source and things tend to fall apart and cause a break. This happens in a manner roughly analogous to 

pushing against something to move it before it suddenly ceases to resist and you fall on your face. 

However, when the match is good and the load is fully and consistently reflected onto the source, 

Bernoulli phonation leaves them free to respond with the spontaneously appropriate mode of vibration. 

With this comes an enormously satisfying sense of effortless power, range, and flexibility.  

The listing of Bernoulli phonation, laryngeal coordination, and acoustic support (impedance matching) in 

this order of importance is significant. Bernoulli phonation builds healthy vocal anatomy with use rather 

than tearing it down. It is optimally efficient in the use of air for a given dynamic level. It also produces a 

rich tonal quality and results in a pleasing, effortless flow of power and responsiveness that 

communicates itself aesthetically to an audience by virtue of physical empathy independent of audience 

knowledge of singing or lack of it. Since it is directly responsible for the quality of sound at its source, its 

absence cannot be compensated anywhere later in the chain of vocal production. 

 Before Bernoulli phonation and skilled laryngeal coordination are well established, acoustic adjustments 

have little to support. On the other hand, once these are well established the acoustic adjustment is the 

only remaining link to the experience of a wonderfully satisfying and subjectively delicious sound-feeling 

gestalt. The complexity of the matrix of factors that impact the ideal dynamic acoustic adjustments, 

which shift with pitch, loudness, and vowel, although apparently daunting, is in practice not so difficult 

to master. Once Bernoulli phonation and skilled laryngeal coordination are firm habits, the ideal acoustic 

adjustment for every situation stands out clearly against the background of the less ideal adjustments 

on either side of it. 

Fortunately, nature has given us brains that reduce the experience of extremely complex tasks to a 

single, simple feeling. We know, for example, even with our eyes closed, just how far our right hand is 

from our right ear whether it is extended far to the right beyond it, touching it, or anywhere in between. 

We know because our brains integrate information effectively telemetered to it by nerves in each of the 

many muscles involved regarding their individual states of flexion. To duplicate this mechanically with 

metallic skeletal structure, cables, motors, and a software program would be an extremely complex 

endeavor. Yet to us, it is all reduced to a single, simple feeling.12 

Neither do we learn to ride a bicycle or to skate by analyzing what all our muscles are doing or 

calculating the radius of curvature of our path, velocity, and vector angle with the ground required to 

maintain balance. We simply do it until we can, in a manner of speaking. We try until we finally get the 

“feel” of it and then simply evoke that same “feel” every time we bike or skate and it works for us again. 
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Similarly, once the first two contributors to ideal vocal function are reliable habits, all that is necessary 

to habituate ourselves to the ideal acoustic adjustments for every possible vocal situation is to 

experience repeatedly in a coherent pattern the point at which that wonderful, delicious sound-feeling 

is optimized at each pitch, loudness, and vowel combination. It is a simple matter of receiving guidance 

in sweeping through a range of adjustments in any given situation to find that ideal adjustment at which 

the sound joyously rolls out in a wondrously effortless and satisfying moment of vocal beauty.  

These acoustic adjustments follow a consistent pattern. Some intellectual understanding of this pattern 

is useful in freeing us to find and habituate ourselves to it, but like any other physical skill, finding the 

precise “how” is all in the doing. There is a saying among some vocal instructors: “Follow the form.” 

Upon first hearing this, it may seem peculiarly circular, similar to following your nose to arrive at an 

unfamiliar destination. After all, aren’t we making the form? So how can we follow it? 

The answer is that nature dictates the form. We have to find it; then follow it. It is somewhat like 

tracking a subtle trail at first, which then becomes increasingly familiar and clear over time. Voice 

“placement” is not recommended here. Rather, sensitivity to whatever the feeling when the instructor 

hears correct or at least improved vocal function is crucial. Sensitivity to the very physically real and 

universally experienced vibratory sensations in the glottis itself and the surrounding fleshy walls and the 

kinesthetic feel of muscle states are the recommended focus. 

The single, simple feeling that unifies the entire pattern of acoustic adjustments in the vocal tract is 

experienced as a kind of “buzzing bubble” of sound. This is a subjective way of communicating what 

impedance matching feels like. For those who have never experienced it previously, the result at first is 

astounding ease and vocal power when the smaller apertures involved in the acoustic adjustment of 

each vowel are ideally “tuned”.13 An especially important aperture is that between the dorsal area of the 

tongue and the velum (soft palate.) This lingua-velar aperture opens and closes when we make the “ng” 

sound in the word “singing”.  

There is both evidence and good reason to suspect that the epiglottis and ventricular folds are also 

involved in matching impedance. We have little to no conscious control of these, but the lingua-velar 

aperture is relatively easy to put under conscious control. Habituating ourselves to this seems to 

spontaneously bring along the others. The size of these apertures in the vocal tract determines how well 

impedance matching is achieved. If the aperture is too wide, it feels subjectively as if it fails to touch the 

surface of the “buzzing bubble”. If it is to narrow, it is inside the buzzing bubble and so fails again to feel 

the bubble surface buzzing. So “follow the form” translates to “follow the buzzing bubble”. This is not 

scientific language, but rather a scientific phenomenon (impedance matching) translated to subjective 

language that effectively explains how it feels to be always at the right adjustment. 

                                                           
13

 When radio operators “tune” their broadband antennas, for example, they are not tuning a resonant system. “Broadband” indicates a wide 

range of frequencies as opposed to any sharp resonances. Failure to understand this principle in singing is apparently the root of the great 

confusion in the pedagogical literature about resonance in the fleshy environment of the vocal tract, which by its very nature is highly damped 

and so cannot produce sharp resonances at specific frequencies or pitches. Knowledgeable radio operators understand they are not actually 

tuning a resonant system, but merely matching the output impedance of their transmitters to the antenna impedance for optimum efficiency in 

radiating power. It should be clear that singers must do the same if they want efficient delivery of sound into the hall. 
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Vowel Migration versus Vowel Consistency 

These concepts are not mutually exclusive as some vocal instructors seem to imagine. To reconcile 

them, we must first understand that there are subjective and objective vowels. The brain has learned 

shortly after birth that different objective adjustments of the vocal apparatus in men and women 

produce the same subjective vowels in normal speech. This even applies to different parts of the range 

in the speech of people of the same sex.  

If a good male singer produces a nice, full, rich D below middle C (i.e., D3) on the vowel “eeeeh” 

(equivalent to the Italian “i”) and then attempts to produce it an octave higher while remaining locked 

into the same physical adjustment, the upper D4 will sound pinched, strained, and weak. Closed vowels 

must open up objectively, in this case to make the D4 sound as nice as, and to remain subjectively 

consistent with the vowel on the lower D3. If we now make an appropriate adjustment to optimize the 

higher D4 and then freeze this new adjustment physically as we return to D3, the lower vowel will turn 

into the short “i” of the English word “it”. The objective vowel remained locked in a static position, but 

the subjective vowel changed. 

So both arguments contain an element of truth. They are both right if applied to the right side of the 

objective/subjective vowel issue, while both are wrong if applied to the wrong side of the same issue. 

The subjective vowels should sound as consistent and unchanging as possible throughout the entire 

range of a singer and the objective vowels (the anatomical adjustments) absolutely must migrate in 

order to achieve this. Beyond vocal routines designed specifically to condition this, a sense of lightly 

“chewing” the vowels while singing, to use subjective language, engenders a flexibility that tends to 

spontaneously move toward ideal adjustments. 

Intonation – Vocal Production versus Ear Training 

Some vocal instructors believe that all intonation problems strictly originate in poor vocal production. 

They feel that if we correct the vocal production the intonation problems disappear. Others put the 

emphasis on refining the ear to perceive intonation more precisely. Both points of view contain strong 

elements of truth. However, there is again a point of view that reconciles both while eliminating 

irrational dogma from both sides.  

Vocal Production 

It is indeed true that improving vocal production can make very substantial improvements in intonation. 

Some promote good vowels as the ultimate solution to intonation in choral singing, for example. It is 

certainly reasonable that a vowel adjustment that both makes vocal production more effortless and 

requires singers’ to focus more acutely on their own vocal output is likely to improve intonation. After 

all, different vowels and the various colors of vowel within what is generally considered the same vowel 

represent shifts in harmonic structure, in the first case, large and the latter, subtle. Increased focus on 

harmonic structure, even if implicit as opposed to consciously explicit, will naturally tend to improve 

intonation, since one way to define harmonic purity is precise unisons among the common overtones 

(harmonics) of harmonically related pitches. 
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The Grey Scale and the Fundamental Ground of Musicianship 

On the other hand, this is all only true given a reasonably musical ear in the singer. Herein lies the rub. 

The attitude that “you either have it or you don’t” with regard to a musical ear in any musical endeavor, 

while very common among musicians, is a demonstrably false idea. Musical ears are not anything close 

to a black-and-white situation. They form a huge grey scale from those with an exquisite native sense of 

accurate pitch to the extreme of those who cannot reliably discriminate the direction of a pitch move of 

less than an octave despite being able to do so for larger intervals. 

There are also differences in the accuracy of pitch perception that are very musically significant even 

among those at the university and conservatory level or those who perform professionally. Anyone with 

a really good musical ear who has witnessed a significant number of faculty recitals, including at large, 

well-reputed universities, will attest to this without reserve. The majority of choral directors come from 

the ranks of keyboardists and/or singers, neither of whom has normally ever had to react to pitch errors 

with an explicit physical response that required a conscious appreciation of which way to move or how 

far in making a correction. The best sight singers and choral directors often come from the ranks of 

orchestral string players, since if they are truly fine players they continually make such physically explicit 

and exquisitely fine adjustments in real time as they play. 

Adding to all this is the notoriously low standard of intonation in the professional singing world vis-à-vis 

that in the professional orchestras and other instrumental ensembles with which they often sing. Simply 

put, anyone who truly accepts that given a reasonably musical ear all intonation problems originate as 

faults in vocal production has to have a relatively low intonation standard or they would quickly cease to 

subscribe to this dogma. After all, music is an affair of the ear and the ear is therefore by definition the 

final arbiter.  

Who is to know that a pitch error exists or that it has been adequately corrected as opposed to merely 

improved unless they have sufficiently fine aural perception to qualify them to make such a judgment? 

Everyone, no matter at what level of musicality or lack of it, believes we are being picky if we demand 

more accuracy than what they can easily perceive, so clearly such arguments should be off the table. 

And why did the instructor or director who is not singing have to make an aural judgment? While it is 

indeed harder to detect problems while involved in a performance than when listening to that 

performance later in a recording, musicians must learn to become objective about what they are doing 

while they are doing it. Modern recording technology is what the doctor ordered for closing this 

perceptual gap.  

It is in the very nature of western harmony that we must flexibly and subtly adapt pitch in real time to 

the musical environment of each moment for the same reason we must make tuning compromises 

called temperaments in fix-tuned instruments. If the intonation is truly fine, this is both unavoidable in 

practice and mathematically easy to confirm. A little exposure to even the most elementary principles of 

tuning theory reveals the impossibility of eliminating this need for continuous adaptation in order to 

achieve truly fine intonation. 
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Why not empower our singers to do this for themselves? Anyone who fails to notice the need for such 

fine adjustments plainly lacks a musically adequate sensitivity to harmonic purity. Some of these argue 

that intonation is a relative, acculturated phenomenon and cite the plethora of different historical 

temperaments to support this. It is interesting that we happily fail to find such a lack of harmonic 

sensitivity in world class musical performers with the unfortunate exception of far too many singers and 

keyboardists. Yet many professionals of lesser rank fail to notice this all-important distinction and 

therefore remain unwittingly blind to the otherwise obvious path to higher realms of musical excellence.  

In the plethora of historical and alternative modern temperaments, the differences in tuning of the 

musical intervals in playable keys are quite fine compared to the pitch inaccuracies typical in vocal 

ensembles, including many of relatively high quality. Those who argue against this are typically so 

unaware of tuning issues that they fail to understand that the unplayable keys in meantone 

temperaments, for example, do not contradict this. The unplayable keys result from the accumulation of 

many fine, mathematically inevitable pitch discrepancies rather than from musically gross differences in 

any particular musical interval.  

In fact, meantone temperaments are more exquisitely tuned in the playable keys because all the tuning 

discrepancies have been cleverly moved to the unplayable keys rather than distributed equally among 

all keys in the case of equal temperament. Our musical notation reflects these realities. For example G# 

is NOT the same as Ab. Both meantone temperaments and our music notation reflect that. Their 

enharmonic equivalence in equal temperament has merely shoved this discrepancy under the rug, 

which is a relatively recent development in the history of western harmonic music. 

Assuming for the moment that reasonably good singers generally have sufficient musicality to judge 

their own intonation and that their intonation problems are therefore strictly a matter of correcting 

vocal production, why is it that they can sing a note still higher while they nevertheless fail to move a 

lower pitch up that they are flatting by a relatively miniscule amount? How could this be so unless they 

are either not paying sufficient attention to pitch or simply cannot discriminate the difference? There is 

no rational explanation for this under these assumptions.  

Even so, some have gone so far in defense of this line of thought as to propose that different vocal 

adjustments differently affect the way we hear pitch. While students definitely exist who conflate 

changes in timbre or vowel color with changes in pitch, it often works against this argument. For 

example, the sharp, bright, wide and smiley “ah” that typifies Chicago speech goes flat in some students 

when they change it to a less strident, taller, fuller, and more vocally ideal “ah”. So the better 

adjustment actually creates a pitch error in this case. This is simply owing to the student’s conflating 

timbre and pitch. A good solution is to have the student sing a beatless unison with a steady electronic 

keyboard tone that has no tremolo or decay and require the student to change back and forth between 

“ooh” (Italian “u”) and a tall, round “ah” without introducing any beats until the correct pitch is 

conditioned for both vowel timbres. This is a very effective approach to developing a clear 

discrimination between pitch and tonal color, including subtly different vowel colors. 
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Very unfortunately, many high-ranking professionals, especially in the keyboard and singing world, are 

woefully lacking with regard to pitch accuracy. They get away with it only because their performances 

either involve the keyboard exclusively or because the general public is even less perceptive. This 

obviously does not include everybody who could potentially be in an audience. This also does not mean, 

despite what many argue, that this lack has no effect on public perception of performance quality. That 

the public may not be aware of intonation problems in a performance absolutely does NOT imply that 

they fail to notice how much better a performance sounds when the intonation is highly accurate.  

The Independent Judge: Objective Aesthetic Value  

There is a simple reason for this. There is an objective acoustic phenomenon of mutual reinforcement 

and superb blend that results from pure intonation. Tuning is an objectively verifiable coherence 

phenomenon. The human brain loves coherence. That the public has no clue regarding what the source 

of the vast aesthetic improvement fine intonation makes in no way implies that they fail to notice it. As 

previous statements here have indicated, even some music professionals fail to notice that fine 

intonation is responsible for the difference. In a choral situation, these typically ask where we got such 

beautiful voices or comment with vague assessments such as how “professional” we sound, usually a 

euphemism for “I don’t really know what made it sound so good”. 

However, in contrast with the audience, if we desire the enormous aesthetic value fine intonation 

offers, we need to recognize and encourage growth in its source. The degree of native and/or developed 

musicality varies enormously and is a continuum rather than an either/or situation. Significant variation 

exists even at the academic and professional performance levels. However, the very basis of musicality 

is a clear, strong, precise musical imagination. Bach and Mozart had this in the extreme, but no matter 

who the musician might be, it is unarguably the fundamental platform upon which the art of music must 

stand. For any vocal pedagogue or choral director to deny this is utterly irrational. 

Since musicality varies over an enormous range from person to person, musical imagination is often not 

clear, strong, and precise. The degree to which this is true tends to be strongly self-reinforcing at the 

extremes. Those gifted with strong musicality tend to notice pitch and its enormous contribution to the 

aesthetic value of musical performance right from the outset. What we value attracts our attention. 

What we value enough to put our attention on tends to flourish. These more gifted singers also 

spontaneously show a strong distaste for even slightly mistuned musical intervals. This drives them to 

correct them quickly when they are performing. Strong musicality is highly self-reinforcing and so 

naturally tends to continue growing quite rapidly with experience. 

In stark contrast, those who feel little or no aesthetic pleasure upon hearing beautifully well-tuned 

harmony and conversely, little or no distaste for grossly mistuned harmonic intervals also represent a 

strongly self-reinforcing situation. There is little mystery in this, since there is intrinsically no motivation 

to change anything for the better. Musical performers naturally tend to come from the other end of this 

spectrum, but they are clearly not all equally gifted in this or any other aspect of musicianship. 
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Reconciliation: Vocal Production versus Ear Training 

On the other hand, the ear is not the whole solution in many cases. At bottom, both viewpoints, if in 

their exclusive forms, contain elements of truth as well as fallacy, so where can we locate their 

reconciliation? The answer is already implied by all the foregoing. If singers’ musical imaginations are 

weak, even a little physical or emotional pressure in vocal production such as a change in dynamic level 

or rhythmic excitement is enough to throw them off pitch. Following a director or reading music can also 

provide sufficient distraction away from noticing pitch to destroy good intonation in those with weak 

musical imaginations. In a nutshell: 

Intonation problems arise only when the physical, emotional, and multi-tasking factors and 

distractions away from pitch that potentially damage good intonation are stronger than the aesthetic 

motivation intrinsic to a clear, strong, and precise musical imagination.  

The further off pitch singers have to be before their ears sound the alarm to correct, the weaker this 
indicates their musical imagination to be and vice versa. This together with the previous statement in 
bold implies the following:  
 
Ironically, among those with any practical level of musicality, it is precisely those with the weakest 
musical imaginations for whom improvements in vocal production will make the greatest 
improvements in intonation.  
 
This, in turn, does not speak well of the clarity, strength, and especially of precision in the musical 

imaginations in those who believe vocal production is the whole story in helping singers’ correct their 

intonation. Nevertheless, this broader understanding accommodates and reconciles both viewpoints 

except in their most extreme, dogmatic forms. It is of course ideal to have both a clear, strong, and 

precise musical imagination and good vocal production. The motivation intrinsic to a weak musical 

imagination is insufficient to make accurate pitch worth the effort when vocal production is also poor.   

This is not a conscious judgment. It is simply a visceral fact of vocal life. A clear, strong, precise musical 

imagination will allow those with demonstrably horrible vocal production, such as some jazz 

instrumentalists who occasionally sing, to sing precisely in tune. Lack of such a musical imagination in 

some world-renowned opera singers with wonderful vocal production is responsible for their singing off 

pitch. There is no other rational explanation for these demonstrable facts of musical life, demonstrable 

at least to those with a clear, strong, and precise musical imagination. 

For example, what perceptive choral director has failed to notice how pitch tends to fall slowly flat as 

dynamic level trails off in long final pitches of a composition or goes sharp with strong crescendos or an 

increase of rhythmic excitement, or even the excitement of performance after everything was fine in 

dress rehearsal? The flatting of long final pitches is usually a result of both a decrescendo with a 

corresponding but undesirable slackening of physical vitality and the inattention from anticipating the 

end before finishing the final note (“leaving” before it’s over).  
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The resolution of this controversy, then, is simply the recognition that good intonation results only 

when the musical imagination of the singer is sufficiently strong and precise to countermand any 

pressure to change pitch arising physically, emotionally, or as a simple result of distractions away 

from noticing pitch.  

Some Practical Considerations 

Intonation problems are most severe in amateur choirs with members who conceive of musical 

performance as little more than a dutifully performed sequence of pitches superimposed on some text. 

They conceive of their parts only in terms of their general melodic contour while failing to notice the 

quality of their harmonic fit with the rest of the ensemble. They fail to understand that in intonation the 

demand for precision comes from the enormous aesthetic value of a precise fit within the vertical 

harmonic structure as opposed to the roughly correct horizontal sequence that defines the melodic 

contour.  

Where there is little or no genuine artistic feeling injected into the performance, including rehearsals, 

there is no real music. Musical inspiration will increase the physical vitality and motivation to sing 

accurately on pitch while better, more effortless vocal production will lower the physical price of doing 

so. Sadly, these are the only tools most choral directors ever have in their toolkits to help improve 

intonation. In this light, it is not hard to understand the psychology behind their denial, no matter how 

irrational, that adding a wholly complementary approach in the form of ear training for precise 

intonation is a highly desirable option with extreme aesthetic value. However, given the resulting lack in 

training options, for a truly good choir the rest has to come from highly selective auditions. 

Unfortunately, this option is not so universally available. 

The remaining and unfortunately limited approaches that very ironically ignore aural perception in 

musical training cannot exceed the singers’ ability to perceive pitch errors or appreciate precise 

intonation in the first place. Again, those who insist that good vocal production alone constitutes a 

sufficient solution to intonation problems are confessing, usually unwittingly, to low standards with 

respect to pitch perception. If pitch errors are severe enough, anyone who is the least bit musical could 

detect them. Correcting vocal production and injecting musical inspiration into the performance will 

undoubtedly improve the intonation, often getting it close enough to the ideal pitch to surpass the 

ability of the director to detect the remaining portion of the error, but significantly short of a pitch that 

would otherwise have made a marvelous improvement in the aesthetic value of the musical result. This 

is a major factor in the distinction between good local and superb, world-class choirs, yet it is a 

difference surprisingly easy to erase with effective tools and a clear recognition of the enormous 

aesthetic value of doing so. 

An extremely important point regarding this issue is that the quality of an ear for intonation or lack of it 

is absolutely NOT immutable or fixed at birth. The basic point of genuine music education for singers, 

apart from vocal production, should be to improve the clarity, strength, and precision of their musical 

imaginations. It is obvious that they have no buttons, keys, strings, or anything else beyond the quality 

of their own musical imaginations to guide their voices. Effective training can improve the ear even of 

those who are initially unable to discriminate the direction, up or down, of pitch changes less than 
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intervals as large as a major third. Such people have been trained to reliably discriminate the direction 

of moves that are only 5 cents (5% of an equal tempered semitone) and to sing melodies accurately in 

tune with nice, full vocal production.  

Finally, there are three essential keys to developing an ear for accurate pitch in performance. They are 

the development of:  

1. an ability to judge the purity of tuning in simultaneously sounded pitch intervals  

2. an ability to distinguish very fine pitch differences  

3. a correspondingly accurate memory of the same pitch after intervening rests or other pitches.  

The global skill in intonation is no stronger than the weakest of these keys. Singers come with vastly 

different combinations of weakness and strength in these three essentials, however. When we locate 

the weaker among these and train to get them all on a par with each other, this forms a synergistic, self-

reinforcing, virtuous circle. As a result, improvement rapidly snowballs. Together with good vocal 

production this creates the ideal of rich, full vocal harmonics precisely in tune with whatever other 

musical resources are participating. The objective improvement in the aesthetic value of vocal 

performance is enormous and largely independent of listeners’ ability to appreciate that its source is 

accurate intonation. 
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